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ABSTRACT
For the development of new electronic Vertical Take-Off and Landing (eVTOL) configurations,

missing standards and experience lead to a necessary derivation of new standards and
requirements. In our approach, existing standards for rotorcraft are transformed to requirements
for the new eVTOL. To ensure a high quality of the transformed requirements, the validation
process consisting of requirement derivation, formalization/modeling, testing and validation
is integrated in a modern model-based development process supported by the industry tools
MATLAB Simulink and Polarion Requirements. An ideal controller is used to identify the best
theoretically attainable system performance and thus to validate handling qualities requirements
derived by existing standards. This process promises cost and time benefits due to the model-
based requirement validation in early development stages.

1. INTRODUCTION
Especially in aviation, the systems to be developed

are becoming more and more complex. To handle this
complexity and to prevent design errors being detected
only late in the development phase, it is becoming
more and more important to have proper requirements
early on in the project. This prevents delays in the
schedule and exceedance of the project budget [1].
For proper requirements, it is, among other properties,
important that they are correct, complete and not in
contradiction to each other.

The goal of the process, which is defined in Sec-
tion 2, is to ensure a high quality of requirements. The
textual requirements are derived in the first step and
then formalized or modeled to be interpretable by a
computer. It depends on the nature of the requirement
whether formalization or modeling is more feasible.
The formalized or modeled requirements are linked
with their textual representations from the first step to
enable traceability between the domains. In the third
step, they are tested to ensure the above named prop-
erties. In the last step of validation, the parameters of
the requirements are modified to the values that result
in the best attainable performance of the eVTOL.

The first three steps of this process were already
performed similarly in [2] not for dynamic behavior
requirements but for the discrete behavior of a sig-
nal source selection function. For requirement val-
idation, the paper focused on the property proving
capabilities of the Simulink Design Verifier by The
MathWorks. Verification and testing in the domain of
model based design with the MATLAB product fam-
ily was presented in [3]. In [4], model checking of
the Simulink Design Verifier was applied for verfica-
tion and validation whereas [5] examines the capa-
bilities of the tool from a safety assessment point of
view and presents the model based safety assess-

ment tool ExCuSe. Previous work on requirements
formalization and validation was performed in [1, 6]
and requirements modeling and requirements-based
test generation was presented in [7, 8].

The industry tools used in this paper are Polar-
ion Requirements and MATLAB with its extensions
Simulink and Simulink Test. Polarion Requirements is
a module of the web-based Application Lifecycle Man-
agement (ALM) suite by Siemens Industry Software
and features requirements, change/configuration and
branch management for engineering projects. MAT-
LAB is a numerical computing environment by The
MathWorks, Inc. Its extension Simulink is a graphical
programming tool for modeling, simulating and analyz-
ing dynamic system. Simulink Test provides tools for
design, management and execution of test cases.

The tool SimPol is used to ensure bi-directional
traceability between the textual requirements in Po-
larion and the MATLAB code and Simulink models.
SimPol has been developed at the Institute of Flight
System Dynamics (FSD) of the Technical University of
Munich and was first introduced in [2].

The process will be applied in Section 3 for the
current eVTOL multi-copter transition vehicle research
project at FSD. Since large multi-copter transition ve-
hicle are not yet established at the market, standards
and design requirements are rare. Therefore, han-
dling qualities of rotorcraft need to be transformed
to eVTOLs and applied to this project without previ-
ous experience. An ideal controller that has perfect
knowledge of all system states (not using sensors or
data fusion) is used to attain the theoretically best
possible controller performance. If this controller can
fulfill the requirements, it can be assumed that the
requirements are valid for the controller architecture
embedded within the given configuration and evolved
in the next development step.
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2. PROCESS DEFINITION
The presented process includes the derivation, for-

malization as well as the model-based testing and
evaluation of requirements. The process is outlined in
Figure 1. Firstly, requirements are collected in the form
of customer and certification requirements and derived
into aircraft level requirements within the Polarion envi-
ronment, while the actual formalization, test definition
and requirement evaluation takes place in the Math-
Works environment. In the following, the single steps
of the process are presented.

Fig. 1 Process Steps

2.1 Requirement Derivation
The first step is to import the textual requirements

to Polarion. Since requirements, which are provided by
a standard like the ADS-33E-PRF [9], are formulated in
natural language, it is necessary to reformulate these
requirements in a standardized way. For this purpose,
a requirement template is used as shown in Figure 2.
Using such a requirement template provides derived
requirements in a form such that they can be assessed
within the subsequent steps of the presented process.

2.2 Requirement Formalization/Modeling
To evaluate requirements within the MAT-

LAB/Simulink development environment, the require-
ments need to be formalized in terms of being in-
terpretable by MATLAB/Simulink. Depending on the
requirement properties (e.g. temporal or logic, com-
plexity), different formalization methods have to be
considered.

In this paper, the focus shall only be on functional
performance requirements. These requirements are
mainly formulated for the dynamic system behavior.

For this reason, they are formalized by implementing
a routine which automatically processes signals which
are provided by a simulation to evaluate the require-
ment criteria. This can be done by implementing a
Requirement Assessment Model (RAM) in Simulink or
by implementing a Requirement Assessment Function
(RAF) in MATLAB. [2] gives an example of a RAM,
while this paper will only consider the formalization via
the RAF.

Algorithm 1 shows the generic structure of a re-
quirement implemented as a RAF. The RAF requires
a "Test Results Object" provided by the Simulink Test
Manger as an input. This object contains all informa-
tion about the conducted test run and model meta-data
which is necessary to evaluate the requirement. The
RAF algorithm loads the predefined requirement cri-
teria and runs an evaluation routine. This evaluation
routine must be adapted for each requirement, but
contains parts which are similar for a wide range of
requirements and can be reused to implement new
requirements. The first evaluation step is to extract the
signals from the input object. Based on these signals,
certain checks must be performed to ensure that the
conducted test matches with the requirement which
shall be evaluated (e.g. if the required maneuver was
performed). If this is not the case, the RAF will pro-
vide an error message and stop the evaluation. The
test will then be indicated as failed. After the checks,
the routine extracts the requirement metrics from the
signals which are then evaluated against the defined
requirement criteria. Finally, feedback information is
provided as function output by adding the test verdict
to the "Test Results Object". This feedback can be
graphical and textual.

Input: Test Results Object
Output: Test Results Object
Requirement Criteria;
Evaluation Routine;
- Extract signals from "Test Results Object";
- Run checks on signals;
if Outside predefined tolerance then

RETURN ERROR MSG;
else

CONTINUE EVALUATION;
end
- Extract requirement metrics from signals;
- Evaluate metrics against requirement criteria;
- Provide graphical and textual feedback;

Algorithm 1: Structure of a Requirement Assess-
ment Function (RAF)

The formalized requirement (RAF or RAM) can
be linked to Polarion via SimPol to enable the bi-
directional traceability as it is required by [11] for the
development of airborne software that could lead to
a failure condition of the aircraft. Figure 3 shows the
concept of the applied tool SimPol. It establishes the bi-
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The system

...

be capable to

shall

should

must

provide the pos-
sibility to <whom>?

<process
word>

<object & object
supplement>

Fig. 2 Requirement template (see [10])

directional link by creating a surrogate workitem within
the Polarion environment which again is connected to
the requirement in the MathWorks environment. That
way, the requirement artifact is not modified when the
link is established. SimPol provides a GUI which easily
allows the definition and maintenance of the links.

2.3 Requirement Testing
Besides the requirement formalization, test sce-

narios must be defined. For the current project, the
so-called classification tree method as described in
[12] is used to determine relevant test conditions as
the definition of expressive test conditions is crucial.
The test scenarios are used to derive the test data for
test case implementation which is done by using the
Simulink Test Manager of the Simulink Test toolbox.
Figure 4 shows an example test case which serves
as a container for the different elements necessary
for the evaluation of a requirement. This includes a
formalized requirement below the "Custom Criteria"
dropdown menu, a Simulink model below the "System
Under Test" (SUT) menu, as well as test data below
the "Parameter Overrides" and the "Inputs" menus.

Fig. 4 Simulink Test Manager Test Case Example

Within the context of the current project and the
applied model-based development approach, this pro-
cess is convenient since high fidelity models of the

Flight Control System (FCS), the vehicle and the envi-
ronment are already available and can be directly used
as SUT. The procedure of this simulation based testing
is shown in Figure 5. First, the specified test data is
applied to the simulation, e.g. the specific pitch com-
mand inputs. Then, the simulation run is conducted
yielding a pitch angle response. This response is then
automatically evaluated by the RAF by checking the
signal response based on an extracted metric like the
maximum pitch angle value against the requirement
criteria. A feedback of the requirement verdict (pass
or fail) and custom additional information is provided
by the RAF.

Fig. 5 Simulation based testing procedure
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Fig. 3 Linking Requirements with SimPol [2]

2.4 Requirement Validation
The conclusions, based on the outcome of the

requirement evaluation using the RAFs and RAMs, de-
pend on the considered SUT. Therefore, the SUT must
be chosen carefully.

For the presented process, the focus lies on func-
tional performance requirements. These requirements
state metrics for the overall closed-loop system re-
sponse like (e.g. bank angle responses). For this
problem, an Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion
(INDI) controller which has access to all plant states
(no sensors and no data fusion) is used. The INDI
controller approach allows to specify the desired dy-
namic behavior directly within the controller structure,
which will be the same as later in the real controller.
This controller can be considered as the best possible
controller which shall be called the "ideal" controller
in following. It is combined with a high fidelity model
of the eVTOL configuration and the environment. The
resulting closed-loop system is used as the SUT in
the following and allows to make performance related
conclusions based on the results of conducted tests. If
a requirement cannot be fulfilled by the system using
the ideal controller, the system using a real controller
with reduced performance will also not be able to fulfill
the requirement.

If a requirement cannot be fulfilled, two views can
be considered dependent on certain assumptions.
Firstly, the requirement can be assumed as fixed but
the eVTOL configuration is not yet finally defined. This
might happen in the very beginning of an agile devel-
opment process of a new eVTOL configuration. This
implies that the configuration together with the ideal
controller is not able to fulfill the considered require-
ment and therefore the configuration must be modified.
We call this the verification view.

Secondly, the general eVTOL configuration with
its kinematic constraints can be assumed as fixed
while the requirement is not yet validated. This im-
plies that the requirement itself is not applicable to the
considered eVTOL configuration and must be adapted.
This happens when requirements are applied to new
system configurations which the requirement was not
designed for. This is regarded as the validation view
and will be the focus in this paper.

3. PROCESS APPLICATION
FSD is currently involved in developing an eVTOL

aircraft. The main requirement for this aircraft is the
capability to operate in a "Hover" Flight Phase as well
as in a "Wing-Borne" Flight Phase. This approach
shall enable the aircraft to operate in urban areas as a
relief from today’s ground based commuting systems
[13]. However, this operational concept implies that
the so-called "Transition" flight phase between "Hover"
and "Wing-Borne " must be covered. Such concepts
are discussed in various research projects (e.g. [13–
15]). To cover this operational concept, the eVTOL
configuration differs significantly from normal aircraft
and rotorcraft configurations.

Any development of a rotorcraft or aircraft must
fulfill a certain set of requirements to gain initial air-
worthiness [16]. Thus, a subset of the requirements is
dedicated to the FCS [15] on which FSD is focusing
within this development project. For this paper and
discussion, however, only a subset of the large require-
ment set for the FCS shall be considered. The focus
lies on functional performance requirements, more
precise on handling qualities requirements, which are
directly influenced by the FCS software.

Due to the new configuration of the eVTOL, there is
a lack of applicable standards. To overcome this issue,
the approach in this project is, similar to other projects
(e.g. [15]), to use the existing standards for aircraft
as well as rotorcraft and apply them to the eVTOL.
For example, in the context of handling qualities re-
quirements as part of the functional performance re-
quirements, there are military standards (which serve
also as a reference for civil projects [17]) for rotorcraft
(ADS-33E-PRF) and aircraft (MIL-HDBK-1797 [18]).

However, due to the special configuration of the
considered eVTOL (multiple propellers for "Hover" and
wings for "Wing-Borne" Flight Phase), the require-
ments given by the standards might not be valid since
they are developed for regular rotocraft and aircraft
configurations. This problem shall be considered by
the presented process of Section 2. The process ap-
plication is outlined in the following by applying two
sample requirements and discussing the results of the
conducted tests.
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3.1 Requirement Derivation

The very first step is to collect the requirements
that must be considered. In the outlined case, we
focus only on the ADS-33E-PRF. Many requirements
given in this document are not provided in the desired
template form suitable for testing as mentioned in Sec-
tion 2. For example, the ADS-33E-PRF specifies roll
and pitch axis requirements together, while for testing
purposes, there should be one requirement for each
axis. Therefore, the second step is to reformulate the
requirement and to convert it into the desired template
form as shown in Figure 2.

To give an example for the first two process steps,
two requirements are derived based on the following
requirement given by the ADS-33E-PRF [9]:

ID: V600-4620 For Response-Types designated as
Translational Rate Command, the translational rate response
to step cockpit pitch (roll) control position or force inputs shall
have a qualitative first order appearance, and shall have an
equivalent rise time, T Ûxeq (TÛyeq ), no less than 2.5 seconds
and no greater than 5 seconds. The parameter T Ûxeq (TÛyeq ) is
defined in Figure 6. For Level 1, the following requirements
shall apply:

a. The pitch and roll attitudes shall not exhibit objection-
able overshoots in response to a step cockpit controller
input.

b. Zero cockpit control force and deflection shall corre-
spond to zero translational rate with respect to fixed
objects, or to the landing point on a moving ship.

c. There shall be no noticeable overshoots in the re-
sponse of translational rate to control inputs. The
gradient of translational rate with control input shall be
smooth and continuous.

In addition, for centerstick controllers, the variation in trans-
lational rate with control deflection should lie within the limits
of Figure 7. For sidestick controllers, the variation in trans-
lational rate with control force should lie within the limits of
Figure 8.

Fig. 6 Definition of equivalent rise time [9]

Fig. 7 Control response requirement for center-
stick controllers [9]

Fig. 8 Control/response requirement for side-
stick controllers [9]

Considering the first paragraph of this requirement,
the derived requirement is given in the following:

ID: V600-5234 If there is a step input in lateral direction
with maximum possible stick deflection, the A/C shall have
a PT1 like response in the lateral velocity in C-frame with a
rise time between 2.5 seconds and 5 seconds.

Based on the bullet point "a." of the main require-
ment V600-4620, a second derived requirement is
given by the following:

ID: V600-5251 If there is a step input in lateral direc-
tion with maximum possible stick deflection, the A/C bank
attitude response shall have no overshoot greater than 1 %.
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Requirements V600-5234 and V600-5251 are
linked with the parent requirement V600-4620 in Po-
larion. These two requirements are the new basis for
further considerations.

Requirement V600-5251 directly shows a first prob-
lem in a development process using such standards.
Within this process, it is required to formalize the re-
quirement which is based on a qualitative statement
"not objectionable". In this case, a 1% overshoot of the
steady bank angle is assumed as not objectionable.

3.2 Requirement Formalization/Modeling
The two selected example requirements must be

formalized in the next step of the process using RAFs.
The pseudo code of the RAF for requirement V600-
5234 is given in Algorithm 2, which shows the required
input data, the output data and the functional steps to
evaluate the requirement. The algorithm uses a spe-
cific "Test Results Object" object (STMCustomCriteria
class) provided by the Simulink Test Manager as input
data. This object contains information about the simu-
lation, which includes the time series data of the bank
angle response and the maneuver commands. Within
the algorithm, the requirement criteria is defined. In
this case, there is a limit set to the upper and lower
bound for the rise time. Then, the evaluation routine
takes place. This routine consist of different steps
processing the input data, starting with the extraction
of the bank angle signal. Then, the bank angle sig-
nal is checked to ensure that the maneuver required
for the assessment of this particular requirement was
correctly performed. Here only one check is given as
an example. If the eVTOL shows no steady state be-
havior for any reason before the maneuver injection,
the evaluation is stopped. The bank angle signal is
used to calculate the rise time as the metric of this
requirement as specified in the ADS-33E-RPF. Finally,
the routine evaluates whether the calculated rise time
holds the limits as specified by the requirement criteria.
Using the MATLAB "verify" method of the "Test Results
Object" to set the test verdict allows the integration of
the results directly into the Simulink Test Manager vi-
sualization. Finally, this "Test Results Object" object is
provided as an output to the Simulink Test Manager.

ID: V600-5234
Input: Test Results Object
Output: Test Results Object
Requirement criteria: 2.5 s to 5 s rise time;
Evaluation Routine;
- Extract bank angle signal;
- Run check on signal;
if No steady behavior 5s before maneuver
then

RETURN ERROR MSG;
else

CONTINUE EVALUATION;
end
- rise time = steady bank angle ∗ 0.632;
- 2.5s < rise time < 5s;
- MATLAB verify function to set pass or fail

verdict;
Algorithm 2: Pseudo Code V600-5234 require-
ment

The V600-5251 requirement is formalized using
the same approach. The two RAFs can be included
within the Simulink Test Manager environment to be
evaluated automatically after any test case iteration
run.

3.3 Requirement Testing
After formalizing the requirement, a test case has

to be defined. To derive a test which maintains high
quality results, it is challenging to select proper test
data. For this paper, as an example, only a normal op-
eration scenario and the default eVTOL configuration is
considered (mass, center of gravity, no failure modes,
etc.). The requirements V600-5234 and V600-5251
should be evaluated at all points within the hover enve-
lope of the eVTOL where the required lateral sidestep
maneuver can be performed. Therefore, in the follow-
ing only areas within the hover envelope without initial
lateral velocity are considered. The resulting subset
of the hover envelope, the envelope points (EVP) are
defined as following:

• Altitude: 1000 m
• Lateral Velocity: 0 m/s
• Longitudinal Velocity:

– EVP4 = -2.5 m/s
– EVP5 = 0 m/s
– EVP6 = 2.5 m/s

The maneuver, which is necessary to evaluate the
requirement, is stated in the original requirement text
and is applied by a full stick deflection in the lateral
direction. Therefore, the necessary external test input
is a step command in the side stick commanding a
lateral velocity. This input is the same for the three
iterations.

The three EVPs together with the lateral side step
maneuver specify the three test case iterations for the
defined test cases:
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• Iteration 1: Lateral Sidestep Maneuver at EVP4
• Iteration 2: Lateral Sidestep Maneuver at EVP5
• Iteration 3: Lateral Sidestep Maneuver at EVP6
To finalize the test case, the Simulink model con-

taining the ideal controller and plant model, which is
discussed in Section 2, is used as SUT and must be
referenced below the dropdown menu "System Under
Test". The requirement for testing is applied as the
implemented RAF below the menu "Custom Criteria".

The same test case definition process is done ana-
log for the requirement V600-5251. As soon as the two
test cases are defined, the tests can be executed. The
Simulink Test Manager stores the outcome of the test
as shown in Figure 9. This provides a quick overview
of the results and directly highlights failed tests.

Fig. 9 Test results overview

3.4 Requirement Discussion and Validation
For demonstration purposes, the requirements in

this paper were implemented without analysis of the
origin of the requirement and the studies which led to
the requirement.

Figure 10 shows that requirement V600-5234 is
fulfilled at all three considered envelope points.

Fig. 10 Results requirement V600-5234

The lateral velocity response of the maneuver at
the envelope point 5 (EVP5) is shown in Figure 11.
The calculated rise time for this test is 4.48 s and lies

within the given bounds. Furthermore, there is no over-
shoot and an approximately PT1 behavior as stated in
the original requirement.

Fig. 11 Lateral velocity response

However, Figure 12 shows requirement V600-5251
which fails at all three envelope points. Figure 13 il-
lustrates the results at envelope point 5 (EVP5). As
shown, the attitude overshoot exceeds the requirement
criteria of 1% of the steady bank angle of about 1.1°.

Fig. 12 Results requirement V600-5251

Fig. 13 Bank angle overshoot

In this case, using the validation view, the result
indicates that requirement V600-5251 might not be
valid for the considered eVTOL configuration. In such
a case, the next proposed process step is to analyse
the failed test of the requirement to adapt or reject
the requirement. Within this paper, we assume that
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the implemented RAF was done correctly and can be
considered as valid. Furthermore, the SUT shall be
assumed as valid such that the model represents the
physics correctly as well as the controller specification
is suitable for this problem.

Based on these assumptions, the analysis requires
a closer investigation of the derived requirement V600-
5251, the parent requirement V600-4620 and the test
results. Exemplarily, this is done in the following.

By having a closer look on the origin of require-
ment V600-4620 given in ADS-33E-PRF, the detected
issue is obvious. The considered multi-copter eVTOL
configuration in the hover flight phase is similar to a
consumer drone configuration. Such a configuration
must use the bank angle to establish a force compo-
nent in lateral direction. This lateral force component
leads to a lateral acceleration and over time to a lateral
velocity. Additionally, the steady bank angle during
lateral velocities is an equilibrium between the aerody-
namic drag and the required lateral force component
to maintain the desired lateral velocity.

The translational rate command requirement of
ADS-33E-PRF (V600-4620) takes this effect into ac-
count based on a wide range of experimental work
conducted with rotorcraft. This requirement is a trade-
off between precise lateral velocity control (upper limit
rise time) and reduction of aprubt bank angle changes
(lower limit rise time). Furthermore, pilots do not like
the attitude changes comming with the attitude based
translational rate command system. [15]

As shown in Figure 13, the lateral acceleration, as
defined by rise time requirement V600-5234, implies
a large bank angle. However, the steady bank angle
is small due to a small lateral aerodynamic drag on
this particular eVTOL configuration. This leads to the
attitude overshoot and to the violation of requirement
V600-5251. Taking the eVTOL configuration into fo-
cus, a reason can be the fixed motor mountings which
do not allow a decoupling of the rotor plane from the
vehicle cell. Taking the derived requirement into fo-
cus, it might not be applicable to specify the term "not
objectionable" as 1% of the steady state bank angel.

Considerations like the presented ones and addi-
tional analysis must be taken into account to adapt or
reject the invalid requirements. As soon as the set of
requirements is updated, a new development iteration
and evaluation of the requirements can be launched.

4. CONCLUSION
The presented process provides a method to val-

idate functional performance requirements like han-
dling qualities requirements based on a formalization
of these requirements and a model of the system. As
shown, the benefit of this process is the capability
to automatically evaluate requirements by MATLAB
and to identify requirements which cannot be fulfilled.

Based on this information, an investigation must be
launched to identify reasons for failing the conducted
tests. By drawing conclusions of these investigations,
the requirements can be improved.

This process can be applied in fields like the eVTOL
development where a lack of standards and experi-
ence exists, to quickly use existing requirements of
aerospace standards for rotorcrafts and aircrafts. The
process highlights requirements which might not be
applicable to the considered configuration. These re-
quirements can then be refined and adapted to the
actual configuration step by step as part of the devel-
opment work. Furthermore, errors during the require-
ment derivation and implementation as well as contra-
dictory requirements can be identified and solved. This
process finally leads to a set of qualitative improved
and valid requirements for the subsequent develop-
ment.

Looking ahead to next steps of a standard V-model
development process, the implemented RAFs and test
cases can be used for verification of the developed sys-
tem against the requirements (verification view com-
pare Section 1). Since the RAFs only depend on signal
time series, they can also be used to support virtual
integration as well as the real integration process af-
terwards (e.g. HIL tests and flight test data evaluation).
In addition, the requirement tracking capability can be
maintained during the whole process based on the
established SimPol link.

The presented process using Polarion, SimPol,
RAFs, and RAMs within the MathWorks environment
allows to evaluate requirements early in the develop-
ment process and to maintain a set of high quality re-
quirements early on in the development of new eVTOL
configurations.
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